Computer-aided verification plays an important role in turbine blade quality control as it provides a valid means to quantify the blade geometry and thereby governs the engine performance. However, this dependency on measurement accuracy could raise significant problems and present a major drawback if the computer-aided verification results were inaccurate. Since the complex blade shape poses challenge in data acquisition, measurements have to be taken from multi viewpoints to achieve the total coverage. Registration is an important step for merging multi-view data but complex for freeform blades as which do not possess distinctive intrinsic topology to guide the registration. Many researchers made efforts to solve the registration problem by hardware or software solutions. In current industry practice, the 3-2-1 approach is commonly used to determine a reference coordinate system. However, the shortcomings are that the parts are required to have plane surfaces, and very sensitive to errors. And the alignment quality cannot be guaranteed. The Iterative Closed Point (ICP) algorithms are also popular for data alignment but high computational cost. In practice, error still exists when using the ICP algorithm. Therefore, a new system is proposed by integrating inexpensive opto-mechatronic hardware as well as intelligent algorithms to simplify the turbine blade reverse engineering for downstream quality evaluation. Alignments are computed using mechanical based transformation. A k-d tree structure is used to facilitate the data matching.
INTRODUCTION
Metrology of the complex blades shape is indispensable to ensure safety and efficiency of engine performance. Among aero-engine components, turbine blade comprises a lot of free-form surfaces based on aerodynamic/thermodynamic theory. With increasing requirements on life-span and security of aeroengines, the computer aided verification of freeform blade is of great interest in aerospace industry.
Computer-aided verification becomes a standard practice for quality control of freeform structure as it provide a valid means to quantify the complex geometry and profile tolerance. However, this dependency on measurement accuracy could raise significant problems and present a major drawback if the computer-aided verification results were inaccurate.
Coordinate measuring machines (CMM) is a wellaccepted contact based solution for data acquisition because of its precision and potential automation [31] . However, its drawback for blade surface measurement is inherent slow in speed and probe accessibility problem at strong curvatures. With the advance on high speed optical technologies and the improvement on accuracy, laser systems have been widely applied for freeform measurement with efficiently capture dense point clouds. In order to build a complete 3D model, measurements data are often acquired from different viewpoints to overcome the problem of occlusion and limited field of view. As such, captured data usually are represented in its own local coordinate system; the registration process is required to relate the position and orientation of one data set to the other and integrates them into a unique reference. The process involves an initial alignment of data set followed by a refined matching procedure.
In current industry practices, the "3-2-1" approach is a common used to locate the part orientation from the reconstructed model to the CAD, in the case of "CAD to part" inspection which involves specifying six datum points from the reconstructed model manually and pairing to the counterpart on the CAD reference model for initial alignment. Then followed by iteration based optimization process to computationally alignment two sets of corresponding points and continually transform their motions until threshold value or zero deviation is reached for fine registration.
However current "3-2-1" practices suffer from the following limitations in blade measurement:
1. Feature point is difficult to be identified among the point clouds whether manually or automatically due to the large number of points acquired, and the lack of topological information in blade data. For achieving valid blade inspection, one of the most challenging problems is to develop an efficient registration method for complex shapes. Research efforts have extensively considered solving the registration problem with either mathematic algorithms or hardware based solutions. Algorithms solutions are based on exploiting geometrical clues from the measured data; while hardware approaches are based on adding fiducial markers or external reference objects/fixtures. The solution of adhering markers is fast and reliable, but blade surfaces may not be convenient to affix labels.
In a previous work of the authors [10, 14, 25] , the 3-2-1 method was used to determine a reference coordinate system for freeform blades. And, the fine matching of blade data is carried out by Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. In practice, however deviation between views data still exists.
Therefore, in this paper, a new system is proposed by integrating inexpensive opto-mechatronic hardware and intelligent algorithm to simplify and enhance the efficiency of the turbine blade reverse engineering (RE) for downstream quality evaluation. The system is to exploit a low-cost active positioning mechanism, non-contact laser triangulation acquisition system supported by reconstruction module based on efficient registration.
In the proposed system, we introduced the following main contributions:
1. The design of an integrated system with low-cost mechatronic hardware, developed software modules and alongside a non-contact 3D digitization system which is able to acquire full turbine blade surface data from different controlled viewpoints. 2. The development of an innovative registration procedure, which is able to perform simple alignment estimation based on the mechanical device. The concept is making use of movement parameters of the device to compute the geometric transformation between the data sets that leads to more correct initial alignment that should eliminate premature convergence. 3. Fast data searching capabilities with K-d tree which can be enhanced the efficiency of fine registration. In contrast, conventional iteration-based ICP methods require long times to calculate the correspondence set.
An overview of the related works is provided in section 2. System outline and operation are presented in section 3 and 4. The related mathematics is presented in section 5. Section 6 presents conclusion.
RELATED WORKS
With increasing requirements of higher precision and efficiency, and the complexity of geometry, quality control of complex shape is indispensable in aerospace industry to ensure the safety use of aerospace parts.
Turbine Blade and Freeform Structure
Blades are the most critical parts of an aero-engine, which have a lot of complex functional surfaces based on aerodynamic/thermodynamic theory. A small change in blade geometry can lead to a large change in engine performance [26] . The geometrical accuracy is the widely used to index the blade quality. However, the measurement based on the CAD model of the blade may lead to incorrect analysis as the nominal model does not represent the real geometry of physical blade due to process tolerance and subsequent wear.
For data acquisition, the whole blade is difficult to obtain from a single setup because of the complexity of the geometry. Strong curvatures at the leading and trailing edges of blades also pose challenges for measuring systems both CMM and laser. Therefore most practice of blade inspection is mainly based on the analysis in partial, in section or at the tip area. In order to build a complete 3D model, data are often acquired from different views. These captured data are normally represented in their own coordinate systems, and geometrically aligning them to a common coordinate system is the registration problem. There is much evidence that an inattentive or inaccurate definition of the reference frame can lead to incorrect alignment of multi-view blades data. Registration for the freeform blade based on the geometry approach is complex. Blades in most cases do not possess distinctive intrinsic topology and identifiable datum frames could help guide the registration was assumed. Moreover, a larger volume of measurement point is generated from non-contact system which not be organized, it also costs high processing time for data matching.
Registration
Registration process is the crucial step of an accurate shape reconstruction, to assure the blade geometry is correctly quantified. The goal is to find the Euclidean motion between a set of range data of a given object taken from different positions in order to represent them all with respect to a reference frame. The process usually takes place in two stages: an initial alignment and fine registration. Many solutions have been proposed based on exploiting clues from the measured data by mathematical algorithms. In coarse alignment, the main goal is to compute an initial estimation of the rigid motion between two sets of 3D points using correspondences between both surfaces. The most common correspondence used is point-topoint, typically established by analyzing some salient features, such as the Point Signature [8] , the Spin Image [15] and the Principle Curvature [10] . Moreover, the 3-2-1 method is commonly used to determine a reference coordinate system for coordinate frame alignment. [33] 
3-2-1 approach
Many researchers made use of 3-2-1 approach to solve the registration problem. Hsu TH, Lai JY, Ueng WD [12] developed algorithms based on six-point principles to enhance the efficient of coordinate setup for CMM inspection of airfoil blades. However, this method only saves the coordinate setup time for CMM but not precise. Makem et al. [23] used 6 points approach to establish the coordinate system for align the blade part with the FEM model for virtual inspection of forged aerofoil blades. As shown in Fig. 1a , the 3-2-1 approach relies on six ( = 3 + 2 + 1) distinct points for point clouds captured from different perspectives to be merged into one. Similarly, Yilmaz [33] presented using 3-2-1 method to align between the setting of five-axis machining operation and the dealing of digitized blade data in further inspection and surface reconstruction process with respect to a common reference frame.
However, the shortcomings of 3-2-1 approach are that the parts are required to have plane surfaces, and very sensitive to errors. Moreover, feature point is difficult to be identified among the point cloud whether manually or automatically. Besides, because of the freeform nature on the datums, the alignment quality is sensitive to the selection of those points, there is no accurate result can be uniquely decided by choosing these number of points.
As shown in Fig. 1a , the 3-2-1 approach relies on six ( = 3 + 2 + 1) distinct points for point clouds captured from different perspectives to be merged into one. In fact, a minimal of three [18] instead of six corresponding points can be used for coordinate frame registration. Katz [17] presented using 3 external tooling balls to calculate the motion transformation for registering all components of the multi-sensor in the turbine blade finishing cell into a common coordinate reference.
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithms
When an initial estimate of the relative pose is known, the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) proposed by Besl and McKay [4] is widely used for fine registration. This algorithm is one of the most popular geometry based methods for registration of the freeform shapes, which is refined the initial transformation based on minimizing the gaps in overlapping areas of adjacent views or between temporal correspondences.
Makem et al. [23] presents a virtual inspection system to assess the dimensional accuracy of aerodynamic turbine blades formed from hot-forging. They proposed ICP algorithms to refine the initial transformation results from 3-2-1 to establish the corresponding relationship between the forged model and nominal model, Fig. 1b . In practice, deviation between the measured profile and the nominal one still exists.
Zheng [34] applied points to surface best fitting technique to merge the scanned data with nominal CAD for extracting the worn area boundary for the repair process of turbine blades. The methodology included modeling the worn areas with best fitting registration technique and automation of the repair process with reconstructed model. However, they have not mentioned how to obtain the initial correspondence and define the reference coordinate system between scanned data and nominal CAD prior to the best fitting registration.
Many alternative solutions have been proposed. Chen and Medioni [27] used the distance of two surface normal as the evaluation function, instead of the point-to-point distance, but this method requires high computational cost on the nonlinear least squares optimization, and it also needs good initial pose. Masuda and Yokoya [24] introduced the least median of squares estimator to reduce the outlier effects, but it requires re-sampling in per iteration. Park and Subbarao [30] proposed the point-to-plane registration technique, but still cannot solve the complex multi-view positioning issue. Many other variants of the ICP algorithm have been proposed to improve its implementation [31] [32] .
However, the ICP in registration suffers from the problem of high computation cost, local minima convergence; greatly depends on good initial pose and sensitive to measuring errors. This also partially explains why the industrial solutions to in-process registration problem still resort to hardware solution. Chang and Lin [21] made use of five-axis fixture for the axial fan measurement. The proposed methodology tried to solve the overlap interference problem of fan blades. Employing targets and fixtures [33] is a fast and reliable solution to realize the registration in the measuring process.
In this work, a solution with a mechanical device and intelligent algorithms in order to address the limitation of current practices is proposed. The hardware is based on a mechanical device with positioning mechanism to obtain the initial set of transformation estimation. This approach is fast and simple when compared with the 3-2-1 approach. Fine registration is based on incorporates iteration-based algorithms.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this research, the proposed system is based on the integration of a new design mechanical hardware system with positioning mechanism and intelligent algorithms with a non-contact 3D data acquisition system.
The idea of the system design is to perform initial transformation estimation based on the mechanical system. The concept is considering the data sets as implicitly connected by a common arbitrary oriented axis via the mechanical hardware system leads to more accurate initial alignment that should eliminate premature convergence.
The solution was made possible by positioning efficiency of the encoded stepping motor and cylindrical reference. A mechatronic device is developed to control the movement of the blade to be measured for full view capture. The movement parameters of the device are used to compute the coordinate transformation between the data sets. Iteration-based routines are used to refine the transformation for registration. Efficiency was further improved by using k-d tree structure to organize the acquired data.
The procedure consists of a number of stages which are explained below with reference to Fig. 6. 
Architecture
The new integrated system (Fig. 2) consists of a new mechanical rig design, a motorized position controlling mechanism, a non-contact 3D data acquisition system, and three software modules.
The hardware rig system is designed with universal fixture hardware and a motorized control positioning mechanism. The rig is built by combining an interchangeable mechanical fixture with a motorized control mechatronic device and two positioning guides to extend the measurement flexibility. This hardware is mainly responsible for holding the blade in position and pose to pre-defined orientations for data acquisition. The placement of the blade is determined by the positioning mechanism (Fig. 4) which allows an inverse calculation of the respective position of each measurement in the global reference frame.
The universal fixture (Fig. 3 ) was designed to achieve adaptability to a range of blades sizes with self-centering location function.
A 3D digitizing system is capable of performing the measurements on a complex blade with sufficient accuracy. In this work, an active triangulation based 3D laser scanner, the RealScan non-contact optical measurement system is employed, shown in Fig. 2 .
Three modules (Fig. 4) are developed with Visual Basic, C + + and commercial API. The first module is an interface between the user and the motor controller, mainly for controlling the movement of the mechanical rig which is developed by Arduino 1.05 Open-source software. The second module incorporates regression and transformation algorithms as well as k-d binary space partitioning tree to automatically register the multi-view scans into one point cloud. The third module is blade quality evaluation for validating the accuracy of the blade surface by analyzing 3D error and comparing cross-sectional data between the measured and the nominal solid model. Sample result is given in Fig. 5. 
Operation
As presented in the paper, we built an integrated system for turbine blade inspection. The integration process as well the description of the operation is summarized in a block diagram (Fig. 7) .
Positioning mechanism and scanning process
A scanning procedure has been developed to be integrated with the mechanical positioning mechanism. The design of hardware rig is shown in Fig. 3 , to achieve the objective of wrap around measurement of the blade surface. The blade in a clamped position via the fixture head is located onto the rotary table, which is connected to mechanical positioning mechanism in order to control the position of the blade pose and facilitate simple multi-view data alignment.
The scanner captures data from the surface of the blade. During a scan sequence, the hardware module is rotated in order to pose different sides of the blade in front of the laser scanner for data acquisition. The procedure was used to implement with the software module in Visual Basic with Rapidform API. A developed GUI was allowing users to calibrate the positioning mechanism, determine measurement setting and scanner setting. The scanning process consists of three main phases-mechanic calibration, determine number of capture per measurement and perform data capture, as show in the flowchart shown in Fig. 6. 
Point clouds processing
The "Model reconstruction" button permits the software to perform data optimization, compute the initial alignment of blade data, and refine the transformation; as shown on the GUI (Fig. 6a) . Once the data acquired from the scanner, data optimization can be carried out before alignment procedure such as removal of noise and redundancy data. As the placement of the blade surface is governed by the positioning mechanism in this work. Then the initial alignment can be done based on this hardware device by an inverse calculation of the respective position of each measurement into the common reference. The registration process is further refined by minimizing the distances between temporal correspondences based on iteration-based least square algorithms. The transformation parameters are obtained by error value of minimization routines converge to a user-defined criterion.
Computer-aided inspection
Commercial Reverse Engineering software, Rapidform, inspection module has been integrated into the developed system for the 3d error analysis and cross section comparison operations (Fig. 6b) . Once the acquired blade data is transformed into the coordinate system of the qualified reference model, the data points can be compared with surface of the reference blade. When the data points are matched to a reference surface, the distance between the points and surface is measured. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The feasibility of the developed system has been tested on the blade. The blade airfoil surface has a bidirectional twist and a thin cross-section as well as small edge radii. Fig. 8a , shows the blade sample, intermediate results of acquisition, modeling and inspection.
The proposed scanning process proved to be a fully automated approach for acquiring multi-view of the blade data. One of the crucial steps in the digitizing process is the determination of the number of measurements to be taken around the blade, since total digitizing time and registration results are affected. After a series of trials in our work, the optimized one is six, in order to have sufficient overlapping area between adjacent scans for data alignment. The 3D data was directly imported the modeling software for data pre-processing.
In aligning the data sets, the proposed registration process was performed. The rotation recovery in the proposed scheme was used to compute the initial transformation (Fig. 6a) . In the next step, the fine registration was performed by applying a least square method and the k-d tree data storage. To obtain transformation parameters, the threshold value of error minimization routines is defined as the convergence criteria of the fitting process.
In this study, the threshold value was set to 0.3 mm by considering the sensor error, then Euclidean motion whose error value of minimization routines reach the threshold value was stopped. The final transformation parameters for the local registration procedure were obtained. In the test, the subsequent fine registration obtained fast (in less than 5 s) and accurate convergence according to the initial estimate.
Another set of tests was made on the different accurate of positioning control in order to verify the influence of the alignment procedures:-
• Manual placement-no positioning mechanism • Servo driven mechanism-pulse based positioning control • Stepper driven mechanism-encoded positioning control.
The test results demonstrated a good effectiveness of positioning mechanism. Fig. 8b shows the reconstruction results for three settings. It is found the one with stepper control is the best, multi-view data is well aligned with the known position. While the manual one is the worst suffer from rotation and translation error, the servo control one has the rotational error. In short, the stepper control has the best convergence in registration because of better positioning control, the one without aid of the fixture finds the wrong pose, or even diverges. Moreover, it is shown that ICP algorithms tend to have problems dealing with too many points are chosen from featureless regions of the data.
ALGORITHMS
Registration is a task to reliably estimate the geometric transformation such that two data can be precisely aligned. The process can be described by three components: a transformation which relates the target and source data, a similarity measure which measures the similarity between target and source data, and an optimization which determines the optimal transformation parameters as a function of the similarity measure.
Coordinate -based Transformation
Initial alignment of multi-view data is able to compute using coordinate-based transformation, by considering the data sets as implicitly connected by common arbitrary axis. The process takes place in two stages: i) locate common arbitrary axis ii) inverse arbitrary axis rotation.
Locate common arbitrary axis
Essentially, a least square error cylindrical surface fitting is worked out for an arbitrary axis ( P c ,â) i.e., (Fig. 9 ) ( P − P c ) − ( P − P c ) ·ââ = r Acquired data: n sampled surface points from cylindrical reference object,
Fitting cylindrical surface: Cartesian coordinate form:
With fitting errors, e i : 
Therefore, Axial points:
Inverse arbitrary axis rotation
After having located the axial points and the arbitrary axis of rotation, the initial alignment can then be done by an inverse calculation of the respective angular position of each measurement into the common reference based on the movement parameters of the positioning mechanical device. The following steps are performed for transformation and rotation of a point about the axis (Fig. 10 ).
1. Translate so that rotational axis passes through origin (x 0 , y 0 ,z 0 ). 2. Rotate so that the rotational axis is aligned with one of the principal coordinate axes, say z-axis. 3. Perform rotation of object about coordinate axis by required angle. 4. Perform inverse rotation of step 2. 5. Perform inverse translation of step1.
Simplify with substituting for the respective angles to obtain the following matrices:
This is followed by inverse arbitrary axis rotation of controlled angular increment, i.e.,
K-d Tree for Fine Registration
The goal of fine registration is to obtain the most accurate solution as possible. Providing a close initial pose, the registration is often refined in an iterationbased optimization process [6, 9] . In this work, ICP approach is applied to refine the initial alignment results by minimising the distance between two sets of blade data (P and M), where are defined as P = { − → P i } for i = 1, . . . N p and M = { − → M i } for i = 1, . . . N m where P i and M i ∈ Rn , where n = 3 and m > p.
In each iteration step, the algorithm selects the nearest neighbors as correspondences and calculates the transformation. Iterations in ICP are summarized as the following steps:
Step 1. Search the closest neighbor points M k from the reference data set M to a given floating data P K of the floating data set P , i.e. d(P K , M K ) = min{d(PK, M)}
Step 2. Compute the transformation which comprises a rotation matrix R and a translation matrix T by using quaternion algebra [27] . The quaternion is a 4D vector denoted as q = [q 0 , q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ] and is used to represent the 3D rotation, which is of practical importance to us. The norm of a quaternion N(q) is conventionally the sum of the squares of the four components. The 3 × 3 rotation matrix generated by a unitQuaternion is given as Step 3. Calculate the mean square error of the objective function.
e(R, T)
Step 4. Apply R and T to P . If the stop criterions are reached, then the algorithm stops.
Otherwise it goes to the second step.
Step 5. Find the best transform parameters of R and T with the minimum e(R, T).
The final transformation parameters for the local registration procedure are obtained by iterating the point correspondence and error minimization routines until the results converge to a user-defined criterion.
The most time-consuming operation of the ICP is to establish corresponding points which requires iterating lookup of closest points over the entire dataset. As shown in Fig. 11a , the input data are situated in random order, the key of efficient implementation is the fast computation of nearest neighbors. [2, 8, 17] .
To accelerate the search process, this paper applies K-d tree, a systematic data storage method. Point cloud being captured is stored in a k-d tree, where k = 3, one of k dimensions is used as a key to split the complete space, and the key is stored in a node to generate a binary node tree. The root node contains the complete bin regions, and the leaf nodes contain a sub-bin region.
The matching between query points and image points can be performed later via nearest neighbor search of the k-d tree. (Fig. 11b) . As such, to a query point Pi, the key of Pi is compared with the keys in nodes of Q to find the most matched leaf node qb. All points in the node bin region of q b are computed to find the closest point.
CONCLUSIONS
A low cost turbine blade inspection system has been developed and tested. The blade being mounted on the rig allows full coverage capture in multiple views by the 3D laser scanner. The integrated implementation of regression for arbitrary axis calibration, arbitrary axis rotation for auto-registration and k-d tree for sorted point cloud storage free us from the shortcoming of the traditional method which requires time-consuming nonlinear optimization routines.
